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 Major Price Drivers:
• Crop progress and weather condition

• Rising export demand

• Off season of arrivals

Turmeric prices extended its monthly gains for second consecutive month in Oct following 

emerging buying at local market. Festive buying of spices were reported good in Oct’22 as 

spices makers were busy to cover their positions in wake of off season of arrivals ahead. 

Seasonal arrival trend suggests that arrivals remains down in Oct-Dec period due to off 

season as stocks are released by traders only if they get good realization. Turmeric arrivals 

dropped to 10.89 thousand tonnes in Oct’22 compared to 13.29 thousand tonnes reported in 

Sep’22. However, overall arrivals have been higher by 21% on yearly basis in Oct’22 due to 

the robust export demand. Turmeric arrivals in Maharashtra rose up to 6444 tonnes in Oct’22 

against the 4179 tonnes of previous year for corresponding period..  

Stockiest are releasing their stocks due to active export demand. Overseas demand of turmeric has improved in year 2022 as prices looking competitive at 

prevailing levels. Turmeric export surged up by 5% Y-o-Y in Aug’22 and increased by 15% Y-o-Y so far in year 2022. India has exported around 111 thousand 

tonnes of turmeric in Jan’22-Aug’22 compared to 101 thousand tonnes of previous year where Bangladesh, UAE, Iran and Morocco are the major buyers. 

Iran and Morocco has increased their buying from India due to growing demand at their local market. Imports from Iran rose significantly in year 2022 as Iran 

bought 7.38 thousand tonnes during the time period of Jan’22-Aug’22 compared to 2.42 thousand tonnes of previous year for corresponding period. 

Similarly, Morocco imported 8.17 thousand tonnes so far in year 2022 against the 4.74 thousand tonnes of previous year.

Turmeric Monthly export (1000 Tonnes)

Turmeric State wise Arrivals in Tonnes

State Name Oct'21 Oct'22

Maharashtra 4179 6444

Tamil Nadu 1280 1923

West Bengal 1478 1327

Telangana 1619 1017

Andhra Pradesh 327 101

Others  68 38

 Total 8951 10850

Turmeric Arrivals (1000 Tonnes)

Outlook:

Going forward, prices are likely to track the crop progress in southern states. Weather condition has improved in second half of Oct’22. Southern 
region witnessed excess rainfall in Oct’22 that has sparked worries of crop damage in Maharashtra, Telangana and Andhra Pradesh. Overall area 
under turmeric has been lower by 13% Y-o-Y till Oct’22 reported at 16921 Hec compared to 19376 Hectares of previous year. Festive as well as the 
wedding season demand is likely to improve in coming weeks that will support firmness in prices. 

Arrivals are likely to remain lower due to lean arrival season. Considering the above fundamentals, Turmeric NCDEX Dec Prices are likely to hold 
the support of 6750 and likely to move up gradually towards the 8400 level in coming weeks.

Turmeric NCDEX Dec
 S2 S1 Pivot Point R1 R2

6500 6908 7423 7884 8400

Turmeric Export from India (1000,MT)



JEERA (Cumin)
 Major Price Drivers:

• Sowing area is expected to increase

• Limited buying by marginal traders

• Tighter stocks at major trading centers.

Jeera prices corrected about 3% in Oct’22 due to sluggish buying by spices makers and stockiest that sparked profit booking at futures platform. After 

touching a record high of 25860 INR/Quintal, jeera prices dropped to 22800 INR/Quintal in Oct’22 mainly due to demand concerns. However, prices 

recovered from the lowers in last week of Oct’22 due to tightness in supply.  Arrivals remained poor in Oct’22 as stockiest are still optimistic to further rise in 

prices. Total arrivals of jeera were reported at 8.67 thousand tonnes in Oct’22 compared to 24.3 thousand tonnes of previous year for corresponding months. 

Only 7.6 thousand tonnes of arrivals were reported in Gujarat against the 21.6 thousand tonnes of previous year. Stockiest are holding the stocks in wake of 

lower production amid  tighter carryover stocks of  previous years that kept total supply lower in year 2022.  Marginal buyers are going for hand to mouth 

buying due to higher prices as Jeera prices are still ruling much higher compared to previous year. Jeera prices which were ruling at INR 14000-16000 range 

for per quintal in Oct’21, now ruled at 24400 in Oct’22 due to supply deficit concerns. 

Jeera Prices (INR/Qntl) and Seasonality

Source: Reuters and SMC Research

Arrivals are likely to remain bleak due to off season as farmers’ remains busy in sowing of new crop. Arrival pace will remain slower unless new crop touches 

the market in Feb- Mar of next year. Apart from that, global demand of Indian Jeera will remain stable in coming months as lower production in Syria and other 

exporting countries will force global buying to import jeera from India. 

Demand from China has increased in recent months due to supply shortage in China. China accounted for 45% of total Indian export of jeera in Aug’22. Out of 

the total export of 23.47 thousand tonnes in Aug’22, about 10.62 thousand tonnes of jeera were imported by China. However, total export of jeera has been 

down by 31% Y-o-Y during the time period of Jan’-Aug’22 due to lower production. India exported about 1.27 lakh tonnes of jeera during above mentioned 

period compared to 1.83 lakh tonnes of previous year for corresponding period. Considering the higher prices and lower availability of jeera, total export is 

likely to remain down in coming months as well.

 

Outlook

Going forward, Jeera NCDEX Dec futures may correct further due to subdued demand at local market. As Jeera prices are still ruling much higher 

compared to the last year as well as normal prices that will attract only big players in the market wherein marginal buyers and stockiest are going 

for need based buying. However, losses are likely to be limited due to bleak supply outlook. 

Arrivals are likely to remain lower unless new crop touches the market in Feb- Mar of next year. Apart from that, global demand of Indian Jeera will 

remain stable in coming months as lower production in Syria and other exporting countries will force global buying to import jeera from India. 

Jeera Dec prices are likely to slip towards the major support of 23000 in near term wherein 26000 will act as crucial resistance for jeera NCDEX 

Dec prices.
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Jeera NCDEX Dec
 S2 S1 Pivot Point R1 R2

22600 23400 24300 26200 27100



Dhaniya
 Major Price Drivers:

• On-going sowing activities

• Surging imports

Dhaniya prices witnessed choppy movement in Oct’22 with changing fundamentals. Prices surged up to 12060 levels in first week of Oct’22 with rise in 

festive buying amid lower supplies at physical market. However, prices wiped out its most of the gains by end of the Oct’22 mainly due to of rising imports 

amid subdued buying. Marginal traders kept them away from bulk buying due to above normal prices of dhaniya. Dhaniya Prices are still ruling much higher 

to the last year as well as five year average levels. 

Dhaniya Price Seasonality (INR/Qntl)

Outlook

Dhaniya NCDEX Dec Prices are set to slip further on demand concerns. Buying in dhaniya is likely to be limited in wake of normal sowing 

progress.  Supplies are adequate at major trading centers due to rising imports that is keeping buyers away from heavy buying. . Marginal traders 

are in wait and watch mood due to above normal prices of dhaniya. Ongoing sowing progress will be the major price driver in coming week and 

any disruption in sowing activities will cap the losses in prices. Dhaniya NCDEX Dec Prices are likely to honor the resistance of 11600 and will slip 

towards 10400 levels in near term.
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Dhaniya NCDEX Dec
 S2 S1 Pivot Point R1 R2

9600 10300 11400 12200 13000
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